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VIDEO SUMMARY:

In this clip, Danielle Strickland shares from her experience in The Salvation Army and a lesson she
learned about good regular leadership and truly spiritual leadership. God often uses the most unlikely
people to move His mission ahead.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1. In this clip, Strickland told the story of two leaders. One was a great “regular” leader. The other
had a power that came from spiritual depth. As a team, make two lists: one with the characteristics
of great regular leaders and one with the characteristics of great spiritual leaders.
Characteristics of great “regular” leaders

Characteristics of great “spiritual” leaders

2. Looking over your lists, discuss any themes or distinctions you see about spiritual leadership?
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3. As a team, honestly assess yourselves. Do you tend to lead more from “regular” leadership or
with the authority of a “spiritual” leader?

4. What changes would you need to make as an individual or team to lead more powerfully as a
spiritual leader? What team practices would help you?

5. Of all the practices your team identified, choose one change you could make as a team to
increase the spiritual source of your leadership.
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